This study aims to infer the social nature of conversations from their content automatically. To place this work in context, our motivation stems from the need to understand how social disengagement affects cognitive decline or depression among older adults. For this purpose, we collected a comprehensive and naturalistic corpus comprising of all the incoming and outgoing telephone calls from 10 subjects over the duration of a year. As a first step, we learned a binary classifier to filter out business related conversation, achieving an accuracy of about 85%. This classification task provides a convenient tool to probe the nature of telephone conversations. We evaluated the utility of openings and closing in differentiating personal calls, and find that empirical results on a large corpus do not support the hypotheses by Schegloff and Sacks that personal conversations are marked by unique closing structures. For classifying different types of social relationships such as family vs other, we investigated features related to language use (entropy), hand-crafted dictionary (LIWC) and topics learned using unsupervised latent Dirichlet models (LDA). Our results show that the posteriors over topics from LDA provide consistently higher accuracy (60-81%) compared to LIWC or language use features in distinguishing different types of conversations.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in analyzing text in informal interactions such as in Internet chat, newsgroups and twitter. The emphasis of most such research has been in estimating network structure (Kwak et al., 2010) and detecting trending topics (Ritter et al., 2010) , sentiments (Pak and Paroubek, 2010) and first stories (Petrović et al., 2010) . The focus has been on aggregating information from large number of users to analyze population level statistics.
The study reported in this paper, in contrast, focuses on understanding the social interactions of an individual over long periods of time. Our motivation stems from the need to understand the factors of social engagement that ameliorate the rate of cognitive decline and depression in older adults. Since the early work of Glass (1997) and colleagues, several studies on large cohorts over extended duration have confirmed that older adults with few social relationships are at an increased risk of suffering depression and dementia. The limited information available in currently used coarse measures, often based on selfreports, have hindered epidemiologists from probing the nature of this association further.
While social engagement is typically multifaceted, older adults, who are often less mobile, rely on telephone conversations to maintain their social relationships. This is reflected in a recent survey by Pew Research Center which reported that among adults 65 years and older, nine in ten talk with family or friends every day and more than 95% use landline telephones for all or most of their calls (Taylor et al., June 29 2009) . Conveniently for us, telephone conversations present several advantages for analysis. Unlike many other forms of communication, the interaction is restricted solely to an audio channel, without recourse to gestures or facial expressions. While we do not discount the importance of multi-modal communication, having a communication channel restricted to a unimodal format does significantly simplify both collection and analysis. Furthermore, the use of a handset affords the opportunity to capture naturalistic speech samples at relatively high signal-to-noise ratio. Lastly, automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems can now transcribe telephone conversations with sufficient accuracy for useful automated analysis.
Given the above premise, we focus our attention on studying social interactions of older adults over land-line telephones. To facilitate such a study, we collected telephone conversations from several older adults for approximately one year. Note that our corpus is unlike the publicly available Switchboard and Fisher corpora, which contain conversations between unfamiliar speakers discussing a topic from a pre-determined list such as music, crime, air pollution (Godfrey et al., 1992) . In contrast, the conversations in our corpus are completely natural, covering a wide range of topics, conversational partners and types of interactions. Our corpus is also comprehensive in that it includes all the outgoing/incoming calls from subjects' homes during the observation period.
As a step toward understanding social networks and associated relationships, our first task was to classify social and non-social (business) conversations. While reverse listing was useful to a certain extent, we were unable to find listing on up to 50% of the calls in our corpus due to lack of caller ID information on many calls as well as unlisted numbers. Moreover, we cannot preclude the possibility that a social conversation may occur on a business number (e.g., a friend or a relative working in a business establishment) and vice versa. Using the subset of calls for which we have reliable listing, we learned a supervised classifier and then employed the classifier to label the remaining calls for further analysis.
The focus of this study was not so much on learning a binary classifier, but using the resulting classifier as a tool to probe the nature of telephone conversations as well as to test whether the scores obtained from it can serve as a proxy for degree of social familiarity. The classifier also affords us an opportunity to re-examine hypotheses proposed by Schegloff and Sacks (1974; 1968; 1973) about the structure of openings and closing in business and personal conversations. Within social conversation, we investigated the accuracy of identifying conversations with close friends and relatives from others.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. After describing the corpus and ASR system in Sections 2 and 3, we probe the nature of telephone conversations in Section 4. We present direct binary classification experiments in Section 5 and lastly, we close with a few remarks in Section 6. For this initial study, we discard conversations with less than 30 automatically transcribed words. This was done primarily to get rid of spurious and/or noisy recordings related to device failure as well as incorrectly dialed telephone numbers. Moreover, short conversations are less likely to provide enough social context to be useful.
Of the 8,558 available conversations, 2,728 were identified as residential conversations and 1,095 were identified as business conversations using reverse listings from multiple sources; e.g. phone directory lookup, exit interviews, internet lookup. This left 4,395 unlabeled records, for which the reverse listing was either inconclusive or for which the phone number information was missing and/or improperly recorded.
Automatic Speech Recognition
Conversations in our corpus were automatically transcribed using an ASR system. Our ASR system is structured after IBM's conversation telephony system which gave the top performance in the most recent evaluation of speech recognition technology for telephony by National Institute of Standards and Technology (Soltau et al., 2005) . The acoustic models were trained on about 2000 hours of telephone speech from Switchboard and Fisher corpora (Godfrey et al., 1992) . The system has a vocabulary of 47K and uses a trigram language model with about 10M n-grams, estimated from a mix of transcripts and web-harvested data. Decoding is performed in three stages using speaker-independent models, vocal-tract normalized models and speaker-adapted models. The three sets of models are similar in complexity with 4000 clustered pentaphone states and 150K Gaussians with diagonal covariances. Our system does not include discriminative training and performs at a word error rate of about 24% on NIST RT Dev04 which is comparable to state of the art performance for such systems. The privacy requirements in place for our corpus prohibit human listening -precluding the transcriptions needed reporting recognition accuracy. However, while our corpus differs from Switchboard, we expect the performance of the 2000 hour recognizer to be relatively close to results on NIST benchmark.
Nature of Telephone Conversations

Classification Experiments
As mentioned earlier, we first learned a baseline binary classifier to filter out business calls from residential calls. Apart from using this as a tool to probe the characteristics of social calls, it also helps us to classify unlabeled calls and thus avoid discard half the corpus from subsequent analysis of social network and relationships. Recall, the labels for the calls were obtained using reverse lookup from multiple sources. We assume that the majority of our training set reflect the true nature of the conversations and expect to employ the classifier subsequently for correcting the errors arising when personal conversations occur on business lines and vice versa.
We learned a baseline SVM classifier using a balanced training set. From the labeled records we created a balanced verification set containing 164,115 words over 328 conversations. The remainder was used to create a balanced training set consisting of 866,696 words over 1,862 conversations. The SVM was trained on 20-fold cross validation and evaluated on the verification set. After experimenting with different kernels, we found an RBF kernel to be most effective, achieving an accuracy of 87.50% on the verification data.
Can the Scores of the Binary Classifier
Differentiate Types of Social Relationship?
Since the SVM score has utility in measuring a conversation on the social-business axis, we now examine its usefulness in differentiating social ties. To test this, we computed SVM score statistics for all conversations with family and friends. For comparison, we also computed the statistics for all conversations automatically tagged as residential as well as all conversations in the data. Table 1 shows the average family score is unambiguously higher than the average residential conversation (independent sample t-test, p < 0.001). This is an interesting result since distinction of family conversations (from general social calls) never factored into the SVM.
Rather, it appears to arise naturally as an extrapolation from the more general residential/business discriminator. The friend sub-population exhibited statistics much closer to the general residential population and its differences were not significant to any degree. The overlap between scores for conversations with family and friends overlap significantly. Notably, the conversations with family have a significantly higher mean and a tighter variance than with other social ties. (Sacks et al., 1974) . For example, the structure of openings facilitate establishing identity of the conversants and the purpose of their call (Schegloff, 1968) . Closings in personal conversations are likely to include a preclosing signal that allows either party to mention any unmentioned mentionables before conversation ends (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973) . Given the above assertions, we expect openings and closings to be informative about the type of conversations. Using our classifier, we compare the accuracy of predicting the type from openings, closings and random segments of the conversations. For different lengths of the three types of segments, the observed performance of the classifier is plotted in Figure 1 . The results for the random segment were computed by averaging over 100 trials. Several important results are immediately apparent. Openings possess much higher utility than closings. This is consistent with general intuition that the opening exchange is expected to clarify the nature and topic of the call. Closings were found to be only as informative as random segments from the conversations. This is contrary to what one might expect from Schegloff and Sack's assertion that pre-closing differ significantly in personal telephone calls (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973) . Less intuitive is the fact that increasing the length of the opening segment does not improve performance. Surprisingly, a 30-word segment from the opening appears to be sufficient to achieve high classification accuracy (87.20%). Sparsity often has a deleterious effect on classification performance. In our experiments, we noticed that shorter conversations suffer from poor classification. However, the results from the above section appear to contradict this assertion, as a 30-word window can give very good performance. This seems to suggest short conversations suffer poor recognition due to properties beyond the obvious sparsity effect. To test this, we investigated the differences in short and long conversations in greater detail. We separate calls into quintile groups based on word counts. However, we now calculate all features from a 30-word opening -eliminating effects directly related to size. The results in Table 2 show that the abil- ity to predict the type of conversation does not degrade when long conversations are truncated. Meanwhile, the accuracy of classification drops for (originally) short conversations. There is a surprisingly small performance loss due to the artificial truncation. These observations suggest that the long and short conversations are inherently different in nature, at least in their openings. We should point out that spurious recordings in our corpus are concentrated in the low word count group -undoubtedly dropping their accuracies. However, the trend of improving accuracy persists well into the high word count ranges where spu-rious records are rare. Given this fact, it appears that individuals in our corpus are more careful in enunciating the reasons for calling if an extended phone conversation is anticipated.
Can Openings Help Predict Relative Lengths of Conversations?
From the results presented so far, we know that openings are good predictors of the type of conversations yet to unfold. We also know that there are inherent language differences between short and long conversations. So, it is natural to ask whether openings can predict relative lengths of conversations.
To test this hypothesis, we bin conversations into 5 groups or ranks based on their percentile lengths (word counts) -very short, short, moderate, long and very long durations, as in Table 2 . Using independent features from the 30-word opening, we attempt to predict the relative rank of two conversations by learning a rank SVM (Joachims, 2006) . We found the ranker to give 27% error rate, significantly lower (independent sample t-test, d.f. ≈ 1M, p<0.01) than the random chance of 40%. Chance baseline was determined using Monte Carlo simulation (1M random rankings) in conjunction with the rank SVM evaluation (Joachims, 2006) . Features from very short conversations may contain both openings and closings, i.e., both a hello and a goodbye, making them easier to rank. To avoid this confounding factor, we also compute performance after discarding the shortest grouping of conversations (< 88 words) to ensure closings are avoided in the 30-word window. The resulting classifier over short, medium, long, very long conversations ranked 30% of the pairs erroneously, somewhat better than chance at 37%. Though the performance gain over the random ranker has shrunk considerably, there is still some utility in using the opening of a conversation to determine its ultimate duration. However, it is clear predicting duration via conversation opening is a much more difficult task overall.
Supervised Classification of Types of Social Relationships
While the scores of the binary classifier provided statistically significant differences between calls to different types of social relationships, they are not particularly useful in classifying the calls with high accuracy. In this section, we investigate the performance of classifiers to differentiate the following binary classes.
• Residential vs business
• Family vs all other
• Family vs other residential
• Familiar vs non-familiar
Familiar denotes calls to those numbers with whom subject has conversed more than 5 times. Recall that the numbers corresponding to family members were identified by the subjects in a post-collection interview. We learned binary classifier for the four cases, a few of which were reported in our early work (Stark et al., 2011) . We investigated a variety of features in these tasks. A breakdown of the corpus is give in Table 3 . Not all categories are mutually exclusive. For example the majority of family conversations also fall into the familiar and residential categories. 
Lexical Statistics
Speakers who share close social ties are likely to engage in conversations on a wide variety of topics and this is likely to reflect in the entropy of their language use. We capture this aspect of language use by computing language entropy over the unigram word distribution for each conversation, i.e; H(d) = − w p(w|d) log p(w|d), where p(w|d) is the probability of word w given conversation d. We also included two other lexical statistics namely the speaking rate and the word count (in log domain). Table 4 lists the utility of these language properties for differentiating the four binary classes mentioned earlier, where the p-value is computed using two tailed independent sample t-test. For the most part, the significance tests conform with preconceived ideas of language use over the telephone. It is shown that people talk longer, more rapidly and have wider range of language use when conversing with a familiar contact and/or family member. Surprisingly, only the speaking rate showed significant differences among the residential/business categories, with business conversations being conducted at a slower pace at least for the elderly demographic in our corpus.
Linguistic inquiry and Word Count
We investigated a hand-crafted dictionary of salient words, called Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC), employed in social psychology studies (Pennebaker et al., 2003) . This dictionary group words into 64 categories such as pronouns, activity words, positive emotion and health. The categories have significant overlap and a given word can map to zero or more categories. The clear benefit of LIWC is that the word categories have very clear and pre-labeled meanings. They suffer from the obvious drawback that the words are labeled in isolation without taking their context into account. The tags are not chosen under any mathematical criteria and so there are no guarantees the resultant feature will be useful or optimal for classifying utterances. Table 5 lists the LIWC categories significant (p< 0.001) to the different classes. The listed terms are sorted according to their t-statistic, with early and later terms more indicative of first and second class labels respectively.
Latent Dirichlet allocation
Unsupervised clustering and feature selection can make use of data for which we have no labels. For example, in the case of business and residential labels, unlabeled data amounts to about 50% of our corpus. Motivated by this consideration, we examined unsupervised clustering using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) .
LDA models a conversation as a bag of words. The model generates a conversation by: (a) sampling a topic distribution θ for the conversation using a per-conversation Dirichlet topic distribution with a hyper-parameter α, (b) sampling a topic z for each word in the conversation using a multinomial distribution using the topic mixture θ, and (c) sampling the word from a per-topic multinomial word distribution with a hyper-parameter β (Blei et al., 2003) . The number of topics are assumed to be given. The per-conversation topic distribution and the per-topic word distribution can be automatically estimated to maximize the likelihood of training data. The sparsity of these two distributions can be controlled by tweaking α and β; lower values increase sparsity.
For our experiments, we estimated a maximum likelihood 30-topic LDA model from the corpus. Experimentally, we found best cross-validation results were obtained when α and β were set to 0.01 and 0.1 respectively.
When peering into the topics learned by the LDA method, it did appear that topics were approximately separated into contextual categories. Most interesting, when the number of clusters are reduced to two, the LDA model managed to segment residential and business conversations with relatively high accuracy (80%). This suggests the LDA model was able to approximately learn these classes in an unsupervised manner. Table 6 lists words strongly associated with the two topics and clearly the unsupervised clustering appears to have automatically differentiated the business-oriented calls from the rest. On closer examination, we found that most of the probability was distributed in a limited number of words in the business-oriented topic. On the contrary, the probability was more widely distributed among words in the other cluster, reflecting the diversity of content in personal calls.
Classifying Types of Social Relationships
Though t-tests are useful for ruling out insignificant relationships, they are insufficient for quantifying the degree of separability -and thus, ultimately their utility in discrimination. To directly test discrimination performance, we use support vector machine classifiers. Before performing classification, we produce balanced datasets that have equal numbers of conversations for each category. Our primary motivation for artificially balancing the label distribution in each experiment is to provide a consistent baseline over which each classifier may be compared. We learn SVM classifiers with an RBF kernel using 85% of data for development. SVM parameters are tuned with 20-fold cross-validation on the devset. The accuracies of the classifiers, measured on a held out set, are reported in Table 7 .
We tested four feature vectors: 1) unigram frequencies, 2) surface language features (log word count, speaking rate, entropy), 3) the 64 dimension LIWC frequency vector and 4) a 30-dimension vector of LDA topic posterior log-probabilities. Overall, the plain unigram frequency vector provided the best discrimination performance. However, this comes at significant training costs as the unigram feature vector has a dimensionality of approximately 20,000. While the surface features did possess a degree of classification utility, there are clearly outclassed by the content-based features. Furthermore, their integration into the content-features yielded only insignificant improvements to accuracy. Finally, it is of interest to note that the 30-topic LDA feature trained with ML criterion outperformed the 64-topic LIWC vector in all cases.
Conclusions
This paper studies a unique corpus of conversational telephone speech, a comprehensive and naturalistic sample of all the incoming and outgoing telephone calls from 10 older adults over the duration of one year. Through empirical experiments we show that the business calls can be separated from social calls with accuracies as high as 85% using standard techniques. Subgroups such as family can also be differentiated automatically with accuracies above 74%. When compared to language use (entropy) and hand-crafted dictionaries (LIWC), poste-riors over topics computed using a latent Dirichlet model provide superior performance.
For the elderly demographic, openings of conversations were found to be more informative in classifying conversation than closings or random segments, when using automated transcripts. The high accuracy in classifying business from personal conversations suggests potential applications in designing context user interface for smartphones to offer icons related to work email, work calendar or Facebook apps. In future work, we plan to examine subject specific language use, turn taking and affect to further improve the classification of social calls (Shafran et al., 2003) .
